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Integrated Photonics for Quantum Optics

Samuel Gyger
Albanova University Center, Departement of Applied Physics, KTH Royal
Institute of Technology, SE – 106 91 Stockholm, Sweden

Abstract
Quantum physics allows us a vision of Nature’s forces that bind the world,
all its seeds and sources. After decades of primarily scientific research, we’ve
arrived at a stage in time where quantum technology can be applied to practical
problems and add value outside the field. Four pillars of quantum technologies
are commonly identified: quantum computing, quantum simulation, quantum
communication, and quantum sensing. For example, quantum computers
will allow us to model quantum systems beyond our current capabilities, and
quantum communication allows us to protect information unconditionally based
on physics. Quantum sensing will enable us to measure our reality beyond
classical limits.

Within all of these areas, optical photons play a unique role. In quantum
computer implementations (e.g. photonic, trapped ion, or superconducting)
photons can serve as a computational resource, for system read-out, or for
linking distant hardware nodes. Quantum communication can only be realized
via photons, utilizing the low-loss propagation of photons in optical fibers, on
photonic devices as well as in free space. In quantum sensing and metrology,
squeezed light can be used to go beyond the current limits of sensing methods.
Therefore, the quantum technology field crucially relies on precise and efficient
methods to generate, steer, manipulate and detect photons.

This dissertation discusses work in integrated photonic circuits, self-assembled
semiconductor quantum dot devices, and superconducting nanowire single–
photon detectors.

We integrate multiple materials on a silicon nitride platform, including
Cu2O as a platform for solid-state Rydberg physics, WS2 to improve non-linear
light-generation within Si3N4, and hBN as an excellent single–photon emitter.
We demonstrate optically active quantum dots as single–photon emitters in the
telecom C-band and their compatibility with commercial telecom equipment.
We strain-control the fine-structure splitting of these devices, which is required
for future quantum interference-based protocols.

Finally, we study superconducting nanowire single–photon detectors (SNSPD)
and combine them with photonic micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS),
establishing a cryo-compatible, reconfigurable photonic platform.

Key words: integrated photonics, single-photons, single-photon sources, single-
photon detectors, SNSPD
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Integrerad Fotonik för Kvantoptik

Samuel Gyger
Institutionen för Tillämpad fysik, Kungliga Tekniska högskolan,
SE-106 91 Stockholm, Sverige

Sammanfattning
Kvantfysiken ger oss en möjlighet att skåda naturens krafter som binder världen,
alla dess frön och källor. Efter decennier av främst vetenskaplig forskning har
vi nått det stadie i tiden där kvantteknologi kan tillämpas på praktiska pro-
blem och tillföra värde utanför akademin. Vanligtvis identifieras fyra pelare av
kvantteknologier: kvantberäkning, kvantsimulering, kvantkommunikation och
kvantsensorer. Till exempel kommer kvantdatorer att tillåta oss att modellera
kvantsystem utöver våra nuvarande möjligheter, och kvantkommunikation tillå-
ter oss att skydda information villkorslöst baserat på fysikens lagar samtidigt
som kvantavkänning kommer att göra det möjligt för oss att mäta vår verklighet
bortom klassiska gränser.

Inom alla dessa områden spelar optiska fotoner en unik roll. I kvantda-
torimplementationer (t.ex. fotoniska, fångade joner eller supraledande) kan
fotoner fungera som en beräkningsresurs, för systemavläsning eller för att länka
avlägsna hårdvaru-noder. Kvantkommunikation kan endast förverkligas via
fotoner, på grund av den låga förlusten av fotoner i optiska fibrer, på fotoniska
enheter såväl som i fri luft. Inom kvantavkänning och metrologi kan klämt ljus
användas för att överskrida de nuvarande gränserna för avkänningsmetoder.
Därför förlitar sig kvantteknikområdet på exakta och effektiva metoder för att
generera, styra, manipulera och detektera fotoner.

Den här avhandlingen diskuterar arbete i integrerade fotoniska kretsar, själv-
monterade halvledarkvantpricksenheter och supraledande nanotrådsdetektorer
för enstaka fotoner.

Vi integrerar flera material på en kiselnitridplattform, inklusive Cu2O som
en plattform för rydbergs fysik i fast tillstånd, WS2 för att förbättra icke-
linjär ljusgenerering inom Si3N4 och hBN som utmärkt singelfoton-sändare. Vi
demonstrerar optiskt aktiva kvantprickar som enstaka foton sändare i telekom
C-bandet och deras kompatibilitet med kommersiell telekomutrustning. Vi
kontrollerar finstruktursdelningen av dessa enheter med hjälp av töjning, vilket
krävs för framtida kvantinterferensbaserade protokoll.

Slutligen studerar vi supraledande nanotrådsdetektorer för enstaka fotoner
och kombinerar dem med fotoniska mikroelektromekaniska system, vilket skapar
en kryokompatibel, konfigurerbar fotonisk plattform.

Nyckelord: integrerad fotonik, enstaka fotoner, enstaka fotonkällor, kvantpric-
kar, enstaka fotondetektorer, SNSPDs
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Light is the human’s window into physical reality. Beyond the image generated
in our eyes to navigate our daily lives, which poses additional challenges if it is
missing, it enables us to examine everything from atoms to galaxies, measure
distances in buildings, and analyze PCR tests.

The interest in understanding light can be traced back to the Greek tradi-
tions around 800 BC. Before the nineteenth century, people thought of light as
particles because Newton (1642 to 1727), who regarded light as little corpuscles,
said so. It was Thomas Young’s (1773 to 1829) experiment of the double-slit in
1802 that changed the general perception and led to the acceptance of light’s
wave nature. It would require a second revolution in the understanding of light
to reintroduce the light particle. In 1905, Albert Einstein, building on the work
of his contemporaries, theorized light as energy packets[1]. The concept of the
photon was resurrected.

Photonics, named after said photon, is the scientific and engineering disci-
pline of generating, manipulating, and detecting light for practical applications.1
In this thesis, we will look at light close to the visible spectrum from 530 nm to
1600 nm, but any electro-magnetic signal is made of photons, from the radio
signal necessary for listening to the news to gamma rays emitted by radiative
decay.

Following the re-discovery of photons as particles, it was first unclear how
to characterize the disparity between wave and particle. Paul Dirac proposed in
1927 the use of a harmonic oscillator for each existing electro-magnetic mode[2].
This allowed us to move beyond quantizing only atoms interacting with a
classical field, but quantizing atomic energy levels interacting with quantized
light. When in 1963 Roy Glauber asked and answered the question, ”What
distinguishes light sources?”, the field of quantum optics was born[3], [4]. It is
now another 60 years later that the field, in the second quantum revolution[5],
promises to increase measurement sensitivity, provide new computing resources,
and control systems down to the single particle.

1Optics, in my opinion and arbitrary, is the field that is doing the same for the sake of
discovery.
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2 1. Introduction

1.1. Quantum Optics - Beyond Classical Light
The answer to the question of the difference between a torch, a laser, and a
single photon source can be found in the different photon statistics (see also
section 3.1). This difference was observed in the Hanbury Brown-Twiss (HBT)
experiment[6] (see section 3.4), a measurement correlating photon detection
times. It became clear that there are types of light that cannot be classically
described. Several milestone experiments were conducted in the decades fol-
lowing the HBT experiments. In 1977 photon antibunching was demonstrated
[7], in 1985 squeezed light was demonstrated[8] and in 1987 Hong-Ou-Mandel
demonstrated photon indistinguishability[9]. While in the early years deeper
understanding of physics was enabled through quantum optics, the developed
techniques have recently begun to be used in practical problems or to support
other scientific disciplines[10]. An example is squeezed light which can be used
to sense beyond the shot-noise limit[11]. It has been used to reduce noise
in the search for gravitational waves using LIGO[12]. Quantum information
science is another field that is rooted within quantum optics. A paper by
Richard Feynman in June 1982 proposing to simulate physics using quantum
computers is widely regarded as the first proposal for quantum computing[13].
Since then, there has been a surge in interest in quantum computing, fueled
by successful demonstrations of quantum advantage for tailored problems in
2019[14]. A summary of multiple platforms in quantum computing can be found
in this review by Ladd et al.[15]. As the last example, quantum communication
provides communication secured by the laws of physics[16], [17] and in the long
term will allow to share entanglement between computing nodes[18] or build
”single” telescopes spanning the world[19].

1.2. Integrated Optics - Miniaturize and Scale
The idea of guiding light on a chip is similar to how current is guided in
integrated electronic circuits for analog (e.g. amplification) and digital (e.g.
calculation) functions. The fact that the same material, silicon, may be utilized
for both applications is an incredible coincidence. Silicon photonics became the
dominant photonic platform after the discovery of the free carrier dispersion
effect in 1987[20]. Since then integrated photonics has been used to build
transceivers for receiving and transmitting data over an optical signal, or to
split wavelengths using arrayed waveguide gratings and send signals in different
optical channels coupled to multiple photodiodes. Frequency combs on chips
are used to create light at many wavelengths from a single laser, and switching
matrices with a port count of up to 128× 128, relevant e.g. in data-centers[21],
can be built. Photonic platforms are available in multiple foundries around
the world offering shared (so-called multi-project wafers) and distinct processes
with an overall estimated market of around 1 billion dollars[22].

A recent review of silicon photonics is written by Siew et al.[23] and of
silicon nitride photonics by Blumenthal et al.[24].
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1.3. Integrated Photonics for Quantum Optics
To scale quantum technologies beyond demonstrations of principle it is unavoid-
able to utilize scalable fabrication technologies. With the integrated photonics
market’s success and size, it’s an obvious path to use this resource to support
quantum optics and develop quantum technologies. This combined field called
integrated quantum photonics[25] combines traditional photonic elements with
elements developed in bulk quantum optics experiments. One of the early inte-
grated quantum optics experiments implemented a Quantum Key Distribution
(QKD) system in 2004[26]. Since then people have demonstrated amongst others
an integrated CNOT gate, Boson sampling, single photon generation on-chip,
and multiple quantum algorithms[27].

The integrated platform provides several benefits such as a small footprint,
high phase stability, and manufacturing scalability. One of the disadvantages is
that high-performing optical components were optimized for a long time in bulk
optics, and need to be redeveloped separately for every integrated platform. Still
integrated quantum optics is the way to go for bringing quantum applications
to market while also supporting next-generation quantum optics and physics
experiments[28].

1.4. Research Presented in the Thesis
This thesis contains the fabrication and measurement of integrated photonic
devices. Single photons are generated using self-assembled quantum dots as
well as emission centers within hBN and MoS2. Waveguides, based on Si3N4,
are fabricated and single-photon detectors, based on NbTiN, are integrated and
tested.

In Paper 1 we co-integrate superconducting nanowire single photon de-
tectors (SNSPDs) with electro-statically movable silicon nitride waveguides
based on photonic micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS). We show process
compatibility and demonstrate a high dynamic range power meter, feedback
power control on-chip, and the static routing of single photons on-chip.

In Paper 2 we investigate the integration of synthetic Cu2O crystals with
SiN waveguide. We demonstrate excitonic luminescence through the waveguide
at room temperature.

In Paper 3 we investigate the enhancement of the non-linearity in SiN for
continuum light generation through hybrid integration of WS2.

In Paper 4 we investigate individual emitters created in hBN through
thermal annealing and encapsulate them preselected in SiN based waveguides.
We measure their single-photon emission at room temperature and ≈ 200mK.

In Paper 5 we investigate individual emitters created by focused helium-ion
beam irradiation [29] and proof their single-photon characteristics. We show a
creation probability of single emitters > 18% and investigate the influence of
the order of the fabrication steps.



4 1. Introduction

In Paper 6 we use triggered single photons generated in the telecom C-
band and implement a beam-splitter in frequency using a phase modulator. We
then filter the sidebands and measure cross-correlation of the sidebands with a
single-photon purity of g(2) = 0.16± 0.06.

In Paper 7 we measure triggered entangled single photon generated in
the telecom C-band. They exhibit a fine-structure splitting (FSS) between the
entangled bases, which is detrimental to their application. We reduce the FSS
using strain applied by a piezo with six actuators. We measure entanglement
fidelity for multiple FSS settings and detector time resolutions.

In Paper 8 we evaluate the performance of a superconducting film developed
within our group [30] on multiple photonic platforms. We show the properties
and performance of SNSPD are weakly influenced. This highlights the stable
properties of NbTiN for different substrates. Optimizing the film for each
different substrate becomes less important.

In Paper 9 we summarize the state of the art for increasing the pixel size
and the pixel number of SNSPDs device.
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1.5. Structure of the Thesis
This thesis contains two parts.

Part I anchors the research work within the field. It presents a short and
selective overview of integrated photonics, single photon emitters, and single
photon detection. The goal is for the reader to understand the place of the
thesis work within the field. The thesis does not contain a lot of unpublished
knowledge, so a searching reader should probably look elsewhere. Wherever
possible, I try to highlight other useful literature to read further.

Part II summarizes and includes nine publications and is the main work
forming this thesis. The results were created based on the fabrication pro-
cesses and measurement tools that were developed as part of the thesis. More
publications created during the time of the thesis are listed on page viii.

Chapter 1 introduces the field of quantum optics, the use of quantum states
of light, and integrated photonics, a technology used for the miniaturization
of light-based circuits on integrated chips. It draws attention to the solutions
where the former can benefit from the latter. This then leads to the goals and
structure of the thesis.

Chapter 2 covers the technology of integrated photonics. It discusses guiding
light in dielectric structures as well as methods for simulating such structures
before fabrication. The material platforms used within the work of this thesis are
presented. Key building blocks are highlighted. Methods for reconfigurability
are presented and used in Paper 1. To expand the functionality of the material
platforms, hybrid integration methods are presented, with two examples from
Paper 2 and Paper 3.

Chapter 3 discusses the process of generating single photons. It introduces
the figure of merits for single photons and describes the measurement tools used
within this thesis. Several different sources for single photons are introduced
and used in Paper 4, Paper 6, and Paper 5.

Chapter 4 discusses the possibilities opened by manipulating single photons.
Two examples are discussed, the modulation using an electro-optic modulator
in Paper 6 and the influence on the source by tri-axial strain in Paper 7.

Chapter 5 discusses methods to detect single photons. It then introduces the
leading technology today, Superconducting Nanowire Single Photon Detectors
(SNSPD). The future of the SNSPDs in terms of scaling is discussed based
on review Paper 9. A highly substrate-compatible superconducting film
(Paper 8) is used to implement SNSPD on waveguides Paper 1.

Chapter 6 attempts to provide an outlook on what lies ahead for quantum
optics utilizing integrated photonics, as well as where developments from this
thesis can fit in.



Chapter 2

Guiding Light on Chip
Integrated Photonics

Guiding light within confined structures has enabled the world to be connected
using fiber-optic cables, the backbone for any internet technology. Fiber ex-
pansion has accelerated in recent decades to support average download speeds
predicted to reach 250Mbit s−1 megabits per second in 2024[31]. Our economy,
work, leisure time, and physical well-being are all linked to services made possi-
ble by fiber deployments. The enabling principle is a refractive index difference
that allows for the confinement of a light beam (called mode) in a certain area,
called the core. The refractive index1 is a measure of the speed at which light
may travel through a material. For glass fibers this is a region with a higher
refractive index, that is created through doping. A typical fiber (SMF-28)
deployed today has a typical refractive index difference of 0.36%[32].

The same principle can be used to confine light to planar structures on
a chip to develop complex networks. Initial devices were created by doping
areas within the chip, but the difference in refractive index is small (e.g. for
lithium niobate a difference of < 0.5%[33]) which leads to very leaky guiding
when sharper bends are introduced. Small footprint waveguides with a bending
radius of less than 100µm can be made possible by increasing the refractive
index contrast between the guiding area (core) and the surrounding material
(cladding). In photonic chips, this is achieved by patterning the material forming
the core into so-called waveguides. A typical stack is using silicon encapsulated
in silicon dioxide with an index difference of a factor of ≈ 2.4. This allows
for the integration of much more functionality on a chip such as integrated
transceivers for high-speed datacenters, small footprint Light Detection and
Ranging (LIDAR) systems, or optical computing units.

Nowadays photonic integrated circuits (PIC) can be ordered similar to
electronic integrated circuits (IC) without having advanced nanofabrication
facilities at hand[23]. Multiple platforms are available and this fabless fabrication
allows small and large companies to develop new applications with standardized
processes, guaranteed yields, but also long lead times[34].

1A large collection of refractive index data can be found on https://refractiveindex.info/
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Figure 2.1: Dielectric on Insulator: a platform for integrated photonics.
a) Integrated Photonic Chip on a silicon platform. Including beam-splitter,
thermal phase shifters, and grating coupler to get light on and off the chip. b)
Typical cross-section of the optical stack. A waveguide lies on top of an oxide
layer (BOX) e.g. silicon dioxide supported by a substrate, typically silicon.
Everything is optionally covered with another layer of oxide (here denoted TOX)
c) Optical mode profile of the fundamental mode’s electromagnetic field within
a typical waveguide. Created using the EIMS tool[35]. Adapted with permission
from [36].

An exemplary photonic chip created in IMEC, a European photonic foundry,
is shown in Figure 2.1a[36]. It consists of waveguides, beamsplitters, tunable
elements, and grating couplers to bring light on and off-chip. The cross-section
of a typical chip is shown in Figure 2.1b. The light is guided predominantly in
the core of the waveguide with typical heights between 150 nm to 400 nm. The
carrier of the circuit, called substrate, is often silicon but can be other (often
crystalline) material. The core is separated from the substrate by a layer of
bottom cladding, often called BOX layer for buried oxide. To symmetrize the
dielectric environment of the core a top cladding is introduced (here called TOX
layer for top oxide). It is also required if metal layers for electrodes need to cross
the waveguides. While indium phosphide (InP) and silicon as core materials
are dominating today, many material platforms exist with an overview covered
in Section 2.2.

The waveguide core supports modes, which are distinct configurations of
light intensities. A typical optical mode profile of the electromagnetic field is
shown in Figure 2.1c. While the majority of the power is contained within the
waveguide’s core, some field energy leaks outside. Section 2.5 discusses how this
can be used to interact with surrounding materials.

Propagation losses are an important parameter for integrated photonics.
They are caused by multiple sources. On the lower end, they are limited by the
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internal losses of the guiding material. Outside of the operating wavelength
regime, this is the dominating loss, e.g. blue light within SiN waveguides
is absorbed while light at λ0 = 1550 nm has been demonstrated with losses
below 1 dBm−1[37], [38] Another source is side-wall roughness given by
the lithography and etching processes. This is the main loss mechanism in a
waveguide fabricated in our university cleanroom. Roughness between BOX
and core and on the top surface of the core can lead to scattering loss into the
bottom cladding or top cladding[39]. Stitching errors between different write
fields of the lithography system will lead to localized loss sites. And at last,
there can be mistakes in the design such as sharp bends in the waveguide, that
lead to radiation losses.

The chapter will discuss methods for simulating photonic circuits, provide
an overview of the material stacks used in the thesis, and introduce common
building blocks for photonic circuits. Tunable circuit technologies are discussed,
as well as the hybrid integration of different material systems.

2.1. Simulation of Photonic Circuits
Producing a photonic chip requires several fabrication steps in a prototyping
clean-room or several weeks to months of fabrication in a commercial wafer run.
Fortunately, electromagnetic waves, of which light is a type, can be extremely
successfully simulated using commercial and research software. The leading
methods employed in photonics today are the finite-domain time-difference
method (FDTD) and the finite element method (FEM). In the microwave
domain, the method of moments (MOM) is commonly used[40]. The different
methods are described briefly below with the software used during the thesis in
bold.

FDTD was introduced in the seventies[41], based on an algorithm of Yee[42].
The technique is a brute-force method of solving the problem in the time domain.
This leads to broad-band data being available after solving the problems once.
Good implementations for absorbing boundary conditions exist (PML) and
material properties can be defined easily. The main drawback is the required
rectangular mesh. Several software packages exist among them Lumerical
and MEEP. Lumerical is commercial software, often used in photonic research.
It features a GUI, scripting capabilities, and a low entry barrier. MEEP is
open-source with a lot of activity in recent years. The geometry is scripted and
a Python interface exists. It includes the majority of the features required for
simulation, except non-uniform meshing, which is the most notable omission.

FEM can solve differential equations on non-rectangular meshes. Mechanical
design and structural analysis make extensive use of the approach. It has also
been used to solve partial differential equations in other disciplines. It can be
used in electromagnetics to solve Maxwell’s equation in both frequency and time
domains, with the former being the more popular. Broadband solutions need a
large amount of computing time due to the solution being in frequency space.
The mesh generation procedure is time-consuming and has a large impact on
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the obtained outcomes. A selection of software packages is COMSOL, CST
Studio, JCMWave, and ANSYS HFSS.

MOM is a method to solve electromagnetic problems within the frequency
domain. It is commonly used for microwave circuits and antennas, with high
efficiency for highly conductive surfaces. A selection of software packages is
FEKO and Sonnet. The latter we used during this thesis, as a planar solver
for microwave engineering of PCBs and superconducting thin films.

2.2. Material Stacks for Photonic Circuits
Several material systems are currently employed to build photonic circuits. They
are characterized by their different properties: transparent region, direct or
indirect bandgap, non-linearities, and refractive index contrast. The dominant
workhorses today in the industry are silicon photonics and indium phosphide
(InP) platforms[43]. The former provides tunable circuits, low losses, and
compatibility with CMOS-based electronic foundries. The disadvantage is that
no direct light sources exist. InP on the other hand provides on-chip lasers and
amplifiers but is typically fabricated on 3–inch wafers due to material handling
challenges, which leads to a higher cost per device. As the stack is usually
based on lattice-matched substrates, the refractive index contrast is limited.
Next to these well-established material stacks with commercial foundries, a
large collection of other materials is being pursued. One promising avenue is
the study of compound semiconductors on insulators, in which a crystalline
thin-film is transferred onto a lower refractive index dielectric[44]. This enables a
separate optimized growth for the film layer that provides high-quality material
properties.

A summary of popular photonic platforms with important properties is
given in Table 2.1. It shows the type of bandgap (a direct bandgap is relevant for
light sources on-chip), the highest achieved Q factor (relevant for the expected
optical loss), the index contrast between silicon dioxide and the material, as
well as χ2 and n2 for nonlinear processes of the second and third-order.

Two material stacks were used during this thesis, silicon nitride and lithium
niobate.

Silicon nitride on Insulator (SiNOI)[56] is a photonic material that has
gotten a lot of attention in the last few decades for linear[57] and non-linear [58]
integrated photonics. It combines several favorable characteristics, including
very low optical losses (< 3 dBm−1[59]), a large enough refractive index to
be used on top of SiO2, no two-photon absorption above 800 nm, high power
tolerance, and high Kerr nonlinearity as well as wafer-scale processing[38]. Most
of the results obtained during the work on this thesis are based on a silicon
nitride platform. (Paper 2, Paper 1, Paper 3, Paper 4)

Lithium niobate on Insulator (LNOI)[60] is a thin-film platform using the
well-established electro-optical material lithium niobate (LiNbO3)[61], [62]. First
demonstrated around the turn of the millenial[63], [64], within a decade propa-
gation losses as low as 2.7 dBm−1[49] were demonstrated. It combines optical
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Material Direct
bandgap

Achievable
Q factor (106)

index
contrast

χ2

(pmV−1)
n2

(10−16m2 W−1)

SOI × 22 2 0 4.5× 10−2 [45]
InP X 0.045 ≈ 0.3 287 1.5 [46], [47]
SiNOI 420 0.5 0 2.6× 10−3 [45], [48]
LiNbO3OI 10 0.7 30 9.1× 10−4 [45], [49]
AlNOI 0.8 0.6 4.7 2.3× 10−3 [45], [50]
AlxGa1–xAsOI X† 3.5 1.9 180 2.6× 10−1 [51]
SiCOI × 1.1 1.1 25 3.88× 10−3 [52]–[54]
GaPOI × 0.2 1.6 82 1.2× 10−1 [55]

Table 2.1: Selection of photonic platforms with important properties.
The index contrast is reported between the substrate and the light-guiding
material. χ2 for the largest crystal axis is reported. Table inspired by [44].
† AlxGa1–xAs can change from direct to indirect bandgap that depends on the
fraction x / 45%.

transparency from 350 nm to 5000 nm, second-order non-linearity, piezoelectric,
pyro-electric, thermo-optical, and photo-refractive effects in a single material.
This combination of many effects can be its main drawback in certain cases. As
part of this thesis, we developed SNSPDs integrated on LNOI waveguides[65]
(see Figure 5.9).

2.3. Building Blocks of Photonic Circuits
Photonic integrated circuits (PIC) are built from a small subset of building
blocks to enable a large variety of possible configurations. For a tapeout at a
photonic foundry, a so-called process design kit (PDK) is usually provided that
contains a set of building blocks with guaranteed performance properties. In
contrast to this, in university cleanrooms, the process frequently needs to be
developed or tailored to meet individual requirements. This provides for greater
creative freedom, but it also limits the ability to reproduce results.

A summary of common photonic elements is shown in Figure 2.2. The
waveguide has been discussed before. Grating couplers allow to couple light
off-chip out-of-plane while edge couplers allow the same in-plane. Multiple
splitting ratios to connect two waveguides can be realized using a directional
coupler, y-splitter, or an MMI coupler. Filters can be realized inline
using photonic crystals where the transmission function can be engineered.
Ring resonators can be used to implement frequency-dependent add and
drop structures. Phase modulators can change the phase picked up during
propagation in the waveguide. They are a key ingredient to reconfigurability
(see next section). Chrostowski et al. [34] provide a good introduction to silicon
photonics design.
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Figure 2.2: Showcase of waveguide building blocks a) Grating couplers
to couple vertically to a fiber b) Inverted taper to couple to a fiber at the
chip facet c) directional coupler for arbitrary splitting ratio d) y-splitter d)
Multi-mode-interference (MMI) splitter f) Mach-Zehnder as a tunable beam
splitter or modulator g) photonic crystal for engineerable filter or cavity h)
Add-Drop filter i) thermal or electro-optical tunable phase shifter

While static circuits can be used to develop many basic applications, it
is reconfigurability that allows for a wide range of applications in integrated
photonics.

2.4. Reconfigurability of Photonic Circuits
Reconfigurable photonics enables dynamic adjustment of circuit parameters
after fabrication. This can be done at very fast timescales (ps) for high-speed
modulators, or at slow timescales (ms - s) for compensating fabrication tolerances.
There are three types of tunable properties: tunable refractive index, tunable
absorption, and tunable physical position. Several techniques exist to use one
of these properties for tuning.

Thermal tuning is dependent on the material’s thermo-optic coefficient.
Local heating changes the refractive index of the material, causing a change
in mode propagation that can be utilized to alter coupling or tune resonant
structures. It is a dominant technique for tuning integrated photonics to date.
The process is slow, and there is a lot of thermal cross-talk to deal with, as
neighboring structures get heated as well. The heat generated in the chip makes
it difficult to realize it in connection with cryogenic operation, which is required
for single photon detectors (see chapter 5).

Electro-optic tuning is dependent on the material’s electro-optic coeffi-
cients (χ2, χ3). The local applied field changes the refractive index. This is used
to create high-speed switches and modulators in materials such as LiNbO3. The
electro-optic effect is very sensitive and the effective refractive index normally
drifts with time. The working point of the device therefore needs to be actively
feedback controlled.

Plasma-dispersion tuning is a technique employed widely within silicon
photonics for fast modulation of the phase picked up in a waveguide section.
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It is based on the principle, that the refractive index within silicon depends
on free carriers. By incorporating a P(I)N junction in the waveguide, this
parameter can be varied with GHz frequency. The disadvantage is that even in
the on-state the loss is quite high, making it non-feasible for on-chip quantum
optics. Additionally, the injection of carriers also modulates the loss of the
material.

Mechanical tuning is dependent on physically moving elements on a
photonic chip. These micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS) use the piezo-
electric effect or electro-static actuation to change the physical configuration
of a circuit. The change in e.g. the gap of a directional coupler can lead to a
change in the coupling ratio (Figure 2.3). The advantage is no heating, stable
and repeatable operation, and no specific material properties are necessary.
The disadvantage is limited operating speed to low MHz. This makes them an
excellent technique used within cryostats and a complementary technique to
electro-optics for setting the operating point.

Photonic MEMS are not yet widely employed in large photonic integrated
circuits. In demonstrator devices, they have been used for phase shifting
in waveguides, or to tune coupling between structures such as resonators and
waveguides. The physical movement of waveguides can be used to create switches
that connect different ports e.g. to create a large beam steering chip[66]. A
recent summary of photonic MEMS can be found in Errando-Herranz et al.[67].

As part of this thesis, we combined superconducting nanowire single-photon
detectors (SNSPD) with MEMS photonic circuits for the first time (Paper 1).
Read more about the detectors in section 5.5.

a b

Figure 2.3: Tunable photonic coupler using MEMS. a) Artistic illustration
of the tuning principle. One waveguide of the directional coupler is bent down
using electrostatic actuation. b) False-colored SEM picture of the fabricated
device. Waveguides are colored in cyan and the MEMS actuator with electrode
region is colored in orange. Adapted from [68] (CC BY 4.0) (Paper 1)

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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a b

Figure 2.4: Reconfigurable splitting ratio using photonic MEMS. a)
Tuning of coupling ratio on ports a and b by applying a voltage between
electrode and substrate. b) Frequency response of the MEMS switch measured
using the SNSPDs. Adapted from [68] (CC BY 4.0) (Paper 1)

We realize a demonstrator circuit containing a directional coupler, that can
be tuned by applying a voltage that bends down one waveguide (Figure 2.3a).
This changes the coupling distance between the waveguides. To confirm the
change in coupling ratio, the light arriving at the two output ports is measured
using the SNSPDs. Figure 2.4a shows the detection events on detectors A and B
depending on the applied voltage modifying the coupling ratio. The curves are
individually normalized, as a fabrication error on detector B limits the effective
detection efficiency. Figure 2.4b shows the frequency response of the switch
up to ≈ 1MHz, whereas for higher frequencies the device resonance makes
measurements impossible.

2.5. Hybrid Integration on Photonic Circuits
The platforms introduced in the previous section 2.2 fulfill a subset of required
properties for individual applications. For example, silicon or silicon nitride are
excellent platforms for passive integrated photonics, but their lack of second-
order non-linearities χ2 and low third-order non-linearities χ3, as well as the
indirect bandgap, make active applications challenging. Ideally, one could
combine lasers or single-photon emitters in III-Vs, non-linearities in LiNbO3,
and detectors built from superconducting thin-film NbTiN in the same platform.
This is the concept behind hybrid integration; to take the best of all worlds[69].

Nowadays integrating gain material for lasers has been demonstrated on
silicon-based photonics[70], Silicon Nitride[71], or LNOI[72]. Lithium Niobate for
high-speed modulation has been integrated with silicon[73] and silicon nitride[74].
A review of multiple methods for hybrid and heterogeneous integration can be
found in Kaur et al.[75].

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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Two forms of hybrid integration were demonstrated during this thesis.
The first example is the integration of Cu2O on a silicon photonics platform
(Paper 2). Cu2O or cuprous oxide is a semiconductor that has been investigated
early on in semiconductor research[76]. It has a direct band-gap of 2.17 eV (or
571.36 nm ) at liquid helium temperatures[77]. It was Cu2O that provided
early experimental proof for the existence of excitons[78] when initial hydrogen
absorption lines were observed up to the principal quantum number n = 9[77].
Due to this history and the existence of large excitonic Rydberg states, it is a
material that was over the years used to study fundamental exciton physics[79].
As an early promising candidate for solar cells[80] it could not compete with
doped silicon. Nowadays, complementing silicon with a second bandgap material,
which promises higher efficiency, revives the material for this use case[81]. The
fundamental research has been rekindled by the demonstration of Rydberg
states with principal quantum numbers up to n = 25[82] in absorption which
was further pushed to n = 30 in photoluminescence excitation spectroscopy
measurements by Versteegh et al.[83] during the time of this thesis. These
Rydberg excitons extend to an estimated diameter of 3µm. This large diameter
promises that experiments usually conducted using Rydberg atoms, such as the
Rydberg blockade, can be reproduced in solid-state materials.

a b

Figure 2.5: Cu2O microcrystals coupled to SiN waveguides. a) False-
colored SEM picture of the waveguide structure (magenta) with Cu2O grown on
top of it (orange) scalebar: 10µm b) Room temperature luminescence through
waveguide (magenta) compared with Cu2O grown on SiO2 (orange). The arrows
mark the luminescence of typical vacancies. Adapted from [84] (CC BY 4.0)
(Paper 2)

While multiple methods for artificial growth of Cu2O exist, thermal ox-
idation seems to be a promising avenue for defect-free and mono-crystalline

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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microcrystals[85]. Steinhauer et al. [84](Paper 2) developed a recipe for high
purity material that can be co-integrated with silicon nitride (Figure 2.5a). We
demonstrate Rydberg excitons in micro-meter scale crystals at mK tempera-
tures[84] and show the coupling of the exciton emission at room temperature to
photonic waveguides (Figure 2.5b). The absence of defect-induced luminescence
marked with the arrows highlights the quality of the material. We envision
the coupling to integrated photonic cavities of high-n Rydberg states e.g. to
enhance the interaction with Rydberg blockade-induced non-linearities[86].

The second example is the integration of WS2, a 2D material, on silicon
nitride to enhance supercontinuum generation within SiN waveguides (Paper 3).
2D materials are a large family of crystalline materials that can be prepared in a
planar few-layer form. While the in-plane bonds are strong, inter-layer bonds are
of the van der Waals type. This allows access to new material configurations as
they can be stacked to form new material combinations. Within photonics, these
materials have been used to build light-emitting devices and photodetectors[87].
The integration of 2D materials on waveguides to increase non-linear processes
has been reported on several platforms such as graphene oxide, MoS2, and GaS.

The chosen material, WS2, displays good transparency and shows a strong
optical nonlinearity in the telecom wavelength range. It can be prepared by
exfoliation from bulk material via a variety of vapor deposition growth techniques.
It holds great promise for applications in electronics and photonics, both of
which are still in their infancy. Realizing field-effect transistors, photodetectors,
light-emitting devices, and modulators were among recent demonstrations[88].

In Paper 3 we use it to enhance the third-order nonlinearity provided by
the silicon nitride waveguides for self-phase modulation. Figure 2.6a shows an
optical image of the waveguide with integrated flake and Figure 2.6b shows
the Raman signal integrated around the 2LA peak of an optical scan over the
waveguide. The different intensities show that regions with different numbers of
layers exist in the transferred flake.

The waveguides fabricated during this thesis with a thickness of 330 nm and
a width of 760 nm show a loss of 1.12 dBmm−1 at a wavelength of 800 nm .
The loss increased by ≈ 1.35 dBmm−1 (a total of ≈ 2.47 dBmm−1) after
integrating a few-layer WS2 flake. We measure the pulse spectra (I) before the
waveguide, (II) after transmission through a 4mm pristine SiN waveguide, and
(III) after integrating a 14.8µm long flake of WS2. The enhancement by such a
short section is visible in Figures 2.6c and 2.6d for 1.35 kW and 2.7 kW peak
power. The pulse broadening observed increases by 48.8% and 36.4% for the
two powers, because of the integration of the 2D material.

Integrated quantum photonics can also profit from hybrid integration for
the generation and detection of single photons. Single photon generation from
atomic-like sources is possible via defects within a crystalline substrate e.g. in
SiC[90] or Si[91] which allows building waveguides around the emission sites. An
alternative approach is to integrate a photon source subsystem. In recent years,
quantum dots, nanowires, two-dimensional materials, and emitters based on
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b
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Figure 2.6: Supercontinuum generation enhancement using a few-layer
WS2 flake on SiN. a) 2D flake on top of a SiN waveguide. b) Raman
signal integrated around the 2LA peak of the flake on top of the waveguide.
c) Measured pulse spectra before, after transmission through a 4mm long
waveguide, and after integrating a WS2 flake at a peak pump power of 1.35 kW.
d) as c) but with a peak pump power of 2.7 kW. Adapted from [89] (CC BY
4.0) (Paper 3)

crystal defects have been integrated directly onto photonic waveguides. These
efforts have been recently summarized by Elshaari et al.[92].

Work on integrating single-photon emitters was supported during this thesis
and is reported by Errando-Herranz et al.[93] and Elshaari et al.[94]. More
details on single-photon sources can be found in chapter 3.

To detect light including single photons in integrated silicon photonics, a
detector component is required. Because silicon has a weak absorption beyond
≈ 1100 nm another material must be included. One possibility is to make single-
photon avalanche diodes (SPAD) by combining germanium and silicon[95].
Chapter 5 discusses an alternative method for single photon detection based on
superconducting nanowire single photon detectors (SNSPD).

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/


Chapter 3

Creating Single Photons
Quantum Optics

Optical single photons are the building block for quantum information science.
Quantum communication utilizes single photons to distribute secret keys, that
are protected by the laws of physics. Optical quantum computing uses single
photons as the energy running the computation. The generation of single
photons usable for these tasks is discussed in this chapter.

This section will provide a brief introduction to individual light particles
known as photons. It will go over relevant properties, the setups required to
investigate them, and the physical methods available to create single photons.

3.1. Single Photon: What Does It Mean?
Beyond the classical description provided by Maxwell’s equation, light can be
described as a harmonic oscillator system[2]. While not immediately obvious,
this viewpoint allows for the description of modern quantum optics experiments,
such as increased resolution through squeezing or access to a new resource:
entanglement.

The book by Mark Fox[96] provides an introductory treatment and Gerry
and Knight[97] supplement any learning outcomes with a more thorough intro-
duction.

We can count the number of oscillation quanta (Ephoton = hc/λ e.g. 1.282×
10−19 J for a photon at 1550 nm) in our light state and call it the photon number
n. An oscillation eigenstate is then called Fock state |n〉 and we can describe new
states of light through the superposition of multiple Fock states. By classifying
a state with the same average photon number by its variance we can identify
three types. They are sub-Poissonian with the variance σ2

n < 〈n〉, Poissonian
σ2
n = 〈n〉, and super-Poissonian statistics σ2

n > 〈n〉. One example for each type
is plotted in Fig. 3.1.

The pure Fock-state |n〉 is then sub-Poissonian light with an average photon
number 〈n〉 = n but a variance of 0. A single photon (|1〉) is a sub-Poissonian
state with 〈n〉 = 1. The previous few decades have demonstrated that there are
numerous methods for producing single photons. We can roughly categorize
them into three classes.

17
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Figure 3.1: Different photon statistics. All distributions have a mean
photon number of 〈n〉 = 10. A Poissonian distribution is shown in orange, with
σ2
n = 〈n〉. The sub-Poissonian distribution is shown in blue with σ2

n = 〈n〉/10
The super-Poissonian statistic shown in green here is thermal light (a Bose-
Einstein distribution), with σ2

n = 〈n〉+ 〈n〉2 = 110

The most intuitive way is to attenuate a laser, a Poissonian distribution1,
to power values 〈n〉 << 1. Due to the variance shrinking with the power
of the laser, whenever there is a detected photon, the state likely collapsed
to |1〉, and measurements of |2〉 and higher are negligibly small. The laser
light is said to be within the single-photon limit. While this allows for testing
single-photon detectors and implementing decoy-state based Quantum Key
Distribution (QKD)[98], [99], it does not bring advantages beyond the no-cloning
theorem and the brightness of such a source per pulse is limited depending on
the application (e.g. 〈n〉 ≈ 0.5 for QKD[100]).

A second way is using a non-linear process such as spontaneous parametric
down-conversion (SPDC) discovered in the late sixties[101], [102]. This method
is the workhorse for quantum optics experiments and applications today as
bright single- and entangled photon sources[103]. By interacting with vacuum
through the non-linear material, a photon from the pump laser is converted into
two photons known as signal and idler. Because the creation is spontaneous
and its likelihood decreases with increasing photon number, a signal with very
low two and more-photon content can be produced. The high single-photon flux
generated by higher pump power increases the possibility of two-photon states,
which is a tradeoff for these types of processes. If only one photon is required,
the second photon can be used to signal the creation of the first. Schemes
using multiplexing and post-selected routing of photons show promising future
developments for increased brightness and deterministic generation[104].

A third way is to create a single photon through spontaneous emission
of a system with atomic-like transitions coupled to the electromagnetic field.
The system can be of multiple kinds such as calcium atoms, the first system

1Using a super-Poissonian light source (e.g. thermal light) shows bunching behavior, leading
to likely having bunches of photons, even at low intensities.
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demonstrating single-photon emission[105], or defects within crystal structures
such as NV centers, used to demonstrate a loophole-free bell-test[106], or
confinement effects by changing the material properties on larger length scales,
such as self-assembled quantum dots, the purest single-photon source to date[107].
A summary of various single-photon sources with a focus on quantum dots is
given by Senellart et al[108].

The emission from systems based on spontaneous decay is the focus of this
thesis and several atomic-like systems are discussed in sections 3.5, 3.6, and 3.7.

3.2. Single Photons: What Do We Want?
The goal of using single-photon sources based on spontaneous emission in
quantum information applications leads to a wish list of characteristics[109]
(shown in Figure 3.2) that must be met to succeed. When a photon is requested
for some application, an ideal source will emit identical photons every time
(Figure 3.2a). In practice, the source will be unable to deliver on this promise
in several ways.

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

Ideal source
identical photons

Brigthness
(px η < 100 %)

Purity
(g(2)(0) >  0 )

Coherence
(T2 < T1)

Indistinguishability
(V < 1)

Figure 3.2: Photon properties wishlist. a) ideal source of identical photons
that are generated with each excitation event. b) A brightness smaller than
100% leads to empty timeslots because of non-unity generation (px) or loss of
photon after emission (η). c) Some excitation events lead to more than one
photon. d) The phase within the emitting system is not stable until the photon
is emitted e) Subsequent photons are not identical due to e.g. spectral changes.
Adapted with permission from [109, Fig 3.1].

If the source sometimes does not produce a photon this will reduce the
brightness of the source (Figure 3.2b). The reason can be e.g. loss during
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extraction, inefficient excitation, or non-radiative decay. Such a source, which is
the common case in experiments today, increases the complexity and run time
for quantum optics experiments and applications.

The generated photons should always be a single one. This is necessary if
the state is used as input for further computing or the achievable rate of the
protocol depends on it[110]. The behavior is verified using a Hanbury Brown
and Twiss (HBT) measurement[7], discussed in section 3.4. The measurement
outcome summarized in the g(2)(0) value should be as close as possible to zero
(Figure 3.2c).

The coherence of the system (Figure 3.2d) is characterized by the phase
stability (T1) of the state compared to its lifetime (T2). If the phase of the
system is lost before the photon is emitted this leads to different spectral shapes
of photons on every emission. This makes subsequent photons distinguishable.

The indistinguishability (V ) (Figure 3.2e) is a property that combines
several other properties. It requires a high purity, and a long coherence time but
while the other properties were only interacting with the emitted photon itself,
indistinguishability connects subsequent photons. High indistinguishability
describes the similarity between photons emitted by a source. It is measured
using the Hong-Ou-Mandel effect[9], where identical photons leave a beamsplitter
always on the same output port.

Other desirable properties are entangled photon generation[111] or coherent
memory[112] within the system. While individual goals have been met for
various systems, combining many or all of them into an experiment or device is
for most if not all systems still a work in progress.

3.3. Photoluminescence Setup. Extracting Single Photons
The single photons investigated in this thesis, are emitted after the absorption
of photons often provided by a laser. This process is called photoluminescence
(PL). The light is generated from sub-micron material features. This requires the
collection area to be confined to avoid contamination by neighboring emission
sites. Such a setup is called µ-photoluminescence (µ-PL), in contrast to other
types of photoluminescence that measure bulk properties of the investigated
material. The small collection area is achieved through a high-NA objective or
lense creating a small spot on the sample used for collection.

A typical setup configuration is shown in Figure 3.3. A laser, either pulsed
or continuous wave (CW) is power controlled and then through a beam-splitter
or dichroic mirror coupled into the detection path. The beam-splitter can be
polarizing or has a 90:10 ratio to direct as much of the generated signal to the
detection output port. The laser is then focused through the so-called ”first-lens”
(often a high-NA objective) onto the sample. Ideally, a diffraction-limited spot
is created. The emitted signal is collected by the same lens and leaves the beam
splitter mostly through the high-efficiency port. The signal is now either coupled
to a fiber or free-space directed on a slit and measured using a high-efficiency
spectrometer with a cooled CCD or linear array detector.
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spectroscopy

<20 K

spectral selection

cryostat

Dichroic 
Filter

90:10

TGExcitation
Laser

switch

2 PBS spectrometer

SNSPD
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fiber coupler

Figure 3.3: Typical photoluminescence setup The sample is mounted inside
a cryostat or at room temperature (not shown) on a movable stage (x̂, ŷ, ẑ).
An objective or lens is used to collect the light from the sample. An excitation
laser (pulsed or continuous-wave) is coupled through a beamsplitter (often with
a ratio of 90:10) into the collection path of the setup. After optional filtering of
the laser using a dichroic filter, the detected light is coupled to a fiber providing
the angular selectivity for a confocal arrangement. The signal is then either
sent to the spectroscopy setup or spectrally filtered for single-photon detection.
The spectroscopy setup consists of a rotatable λ/2 waveplate and a polarizing
beam-splitter (PBS) to allow for polarization-dependent spectroscopy. The
spectral selection is e.g. performed using a transmission grating (TG) that
allows for two lines to be selected and coupled into fibers for single-photon
detection using SNSPDs. The drawing is created using the ComponentLibrary
by Alexander Franzen (CC BY-NC 3.0).

Many of the single-photon emitters in solid-state are strongly coupled to
the environment and are therefore disturbed by phonons in the host material.
Therefore they often require cryogenic refrigeration. While some systems such
as defects within crystals still emit single photons, even if with degraded
properties, other systems e.g. self-assembled quantum dots with comparatively
low trapping potentials no longer emit single photons as the transitions are
washed out. Figure 3.3 shows a dashed box for the possible cryostat, with
multiple operating temperatures from 20K down to 150mK.

To measure single photons on single-photon detectors, first, an individual
emission line needs to be selected, as many real world systems have several
possible radiative transitions and background luminescence. Several options for
filtering exist such as a band-pass filter that coarsely selects a region, an in-
house build transmission spectrometer[113], an inline fiber filter (Koshin Kogaku,
FBPF), or coupling the reflection of a notch filter (Optigrate, BragGrate)[114].

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/3.0/
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3.4. HBT-Measurement. Proofing Single Photon Character
A spectroscopic measurement can deliver excellent clues towards the origin
of an emission line through power-dependent[115] or polarization-dependent
measurements[113], [116]. This can indicate that the line is single-photon in
nature.

A more definitive proof for single-photon emission is based on the Hanbury
Brown and Twiss (HBT) measurement. Initially invented to measure the angular
size of stars[6], it was used by Kimble et al.[7]. to show the single-photon
character of emitted photons from sodium atoms.

directional

coupler

SNSPDinput

a b c

t

Δt

coherent

bunched

anti-

bunched

Δt

Δt

Figure 3.4: Hanbury Brown and Twiss (HBT) measurement. a) typical
setup of an HBT measurement consisting of an input port that is split (mostly
50:50) and the output ports, that are connected to two single-photon detectors.
For a single-photon source, the photon needs to leave through one of the two
ports, leading to an anti-bunched correlation measurement. b) Time-trace of
photons emitted by a coherent, bunched, and anti-bunched source. c) Sketched
correlation histogram for each type of source.

A typical setup is shown in Figure 3.4a. The input signal is sent on a beam-
splitter (e.g. a directional fiber coupler) and the output ports are connected
to a single-photon sensitive Geiger-counter-like detector. An excellent detector
of this kind is discussed in chapter 5. The arrival time of the photons on the
two detectors are correlated and the absence of detection events at the same
time proves that no multi-photons are impinging on the beam-splitter. The
probability of detection events at the same time is called the single-photon
purity with an ideal value of 0 and a record value for single-photon emitters of
g(2)(0) = (7.5± 1.6)× 10−5[107].

The same setup can not only prove the single photon purity of a light field
but e.g. estimate the temperature of the dark body emitting the light. For
further reading, Baym[117] wrote a detailed review of the capabilities of HBT
measurements.

Knowing how to verify a single photon emitter, we next highlight three
types of single photon sources investigated during this thesis.
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Figure 3.5: Single-photon emission from defects in hBN. a) Spectra of
single-photon emission of the same emitter at 200mK and room temperature.
The time series of spectras shows the different transitions, only visible at
cryogenic temperatures. b) HBT measurement of single-photon emitter at
200mK with a multi-photon probability g(2)(0) = 0.33± 0.03. Data reported
in [118] (Paper 4).

For a long time, crystal (point) defects or color-centers have been utilized
as promising single-photon emitters. Vacancies within the lattice and foreign
atoms provide local optically active transitions that emit single photons on
decay. The NV-center, a nitrogen-vacancy defect within diamond is the most
studied. Notable other defects exist in diamond[119], silicon carbide[120], and
silicon[91].

In Paper 4 we investigated crystal defects within hexagonal boron nitride.
hBN is material available as bulk (several layers) and mono-layer. hBN itself is
most widely spread as the ideal substrate to transfer other 2D materials like
graphene to, but it also is researched as a photonic material. Non-linear optics
and photon emitters within hBN promise a wide area of applications. The
emitters can emit a room temperature from 570 nm to 750 nm and are
usually bright, optically stable, and linearly polarized. They can be tuned via
strain or electric field, and their location within monolayers, nanocrystals, or
bulk layers simplifies their integration with other platforms. This has been used
to embed them in 1D photonic nanobeam cavities or spin coat them on a chip
and couple them randomly to waveguides [119], [121].

In this work, we thermally activate the emitters in h-BN nano-crystals that
are drop-casted on a SiO2 on Si substrate with alignment markers. In Figure 3.5a
one can see a typical luminescence of the same emitter at room-temperature
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and at 200mK. We observe an FWHM of 3.75 nm at room temperature that
decreases to 0.27 nm at 200mK. Additionally, we observe spectral wandering
of the emitter at cryogenic temperatures that is hidden within the broadened
room temperature emission. We measure a single-photon purity at 200mK of
g(2)(0) = 0.33±0.03 by only filtering the laser. We encapsulate the characterized
emitters within SiO2 below a silicon nitride slab and etch waveguides around pre-
selected emitters to demonstrate the coupling of the emitter to the waveguide.

3.6. 2D Materials: ”Single-Layer” Quantum Dots
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Figure 3.6: Single-photon emission from MoS2 a) Emission spectra of a
He-FIB induced defect hosted within MoS2 at ≈ 5K. b) Measurement of single-
photon character of the zero phonon line (ZPL) with a g(2)(0) = 0.24 ± 0.04.
Data reported in [122] (Paper 5).

The second class of emitters is located within mono-layer crystalline ma-
terials, often called 2D materials. In recent years a plethora of suggestions
for applications and new physics with 2D materials were proposed[87], [123],
[124]. The ability to stack different kinds of layers allows for a LEGO-like play-
ground[125], creating artificial new materials. After several groups[126]–[129]
reported on single-photon emitters in WSe2 in 2015, numerous 2D material
systems creating single-photon emitters were discovered. There are various
types of formation principles, such as strain-induced or defect-induced emitters
(similar to the discussion in the previous section). A recent review article[130]
summarizes the developments and challenges in the field.

An exceptional example of the latter kind is the emitters reported in
MoS2, as they can be created using a lithographic method based on focused
Helium Ion Beam irradiation [29]. Their emission (Figure 3.6a) is centered
around 708 nm (1.75 eV) and is attributed to sulfur vacancies[131]. This
technique allows to position control more accurately than other system, which
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can be used to accurately create an emitter at the location of e.g. waveguide
coupling structures, existing emitters, or cavities. While initial proof of single-
photon emission was limited to power-dependence studies[29], part of this
thesis was the first successful HBT measurement with a single-photon purity
g(2)(0) = 0.24± 0.04 (Figure 3.6b) from this type of emitters reported in [122]
(Paper 5).

3.7. Quantum Dots: Large Scale, Artificial Atoms
Optically active quantum dots are hosted within a semiconductor bulk material,
that is locally replaced by a different type of semiconductor with a smaller
bandgap. The different bandgaps form a local trap for excitons and create
transitions similar to an atomic system. This is why they are often called
artificial atoms. The control over material and shape of the inclusion allows
for designer freedom in emission properties such as wavelength. The most
successful material systems are III-V semiconductors such as InAs/GaAs[132],
InAs/InP[133] or InAs/(InGaAs/GaAs)[134].
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Figure 3.7: Single-photon emission from a self-assembled QD. a) Emission
spectra of a QD excited above-band at λ0 = 632.8 nm at ≈ 200mK. The exciton
transition (X) is marked. b) Proof of single-photon emission of exciton transition
(X) through an HBT measurement.

Single-photon emission[135] and indistinguishable photons[136] generated
by quantum dots were already demonstrated around the turn of the millennium.
Since then the field has worked on improving fabrication and measurement
techniques to produce the cleanest[107] and almost identical[137] single photons.
Quantum dots can be tuned through various methods such as electric field,
magnetic field, and strain. This allows for compensation of fabrication variability.
Furthermore, polarization-entangled photon pairs can be created through a
radiative cascade. Overall they provide at various wavelengths bright, pure and
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indistinguishable photons. They are very mature single photon emitters in the
solid-state, similar to diamond defects, and may be ready for applications such
as quantum communication[138] and quantum computation soon. A recent
review by Senellart et al.[108] summarizes the field.

Figure 3.7a shows a typical photoluminescence spectrum of a quantum dot
emitting at ≈ 800 nm [139] excited with a CW-laser ( λ0 = 632.8 nm )
at ≈ 200mK. The exciton transition is marked and an HBT measurement is
shown in Figure 3.7b demonstrating pure single-photon emission. As part of
this thesis, quantum dots at telecom wavelength were used to demonstrate the
generation of entangled single photons (Paper 7) and modify their spectrum
using phase modulators (Paper 6) (see Section 4). Quantum dots at 795 nm
were used as a single-photon source to couple to integrated photonic circuits in
Paper 1 (section 5.5).



Chapter 4

Manipulating Single Photons
Quantum Optics

After decades of research have been devoted to developing the ideal emitter or
detector, they are becoming commercially available. Similar to lasers and photon
detectors, which were once considered research objects, that now serve as a basis
for a wide variety of scientific and industrial applications. Quantum optics’ future
lies then in the manipulation of quantum states of light. Two examples are the
photonic quantum computer and building a quantum internet. The quantum
computer works based on detecting single photons after them propagating
through a mesh of tunable photonic circuits[140]. Connecting multiple quantum
computers to networks[18] will need the combination of multiple technologies,
such as photon sources, quantum memories, and communication fibers[18]. This
requires to frequency convert[141], [142] the photons at different stages in the
network or adapt their temporal shape[143].

While much of the work in this thesis has been focused on light creation
(chapter 3), guiding (chapter 2), and detection (chapter 5), this chapter will
explore a small excursion of manipulating single photons. It begins with altering
photons after they have been emitted using electro-optic modulation, then move
on to modifying photons before they have been emitted by tuning the source
using strain.

4.1. Electro-optic Modulation for Single Photons
While the technologies for frequency conversion between larger wavelength re-
gions (e.g. 800 nm to 1550 nm) are based on non-linear processes, a different way
to finely tune an emitters wavelength or photon shape is to modulate its phase.
This can be done using acousto-optic or electro-optic modulators. Schemes uti-
lizing the second, have been used to shift single photons by 25GHz[144]. Recent
proposals show a similar technique could be used to remove the fine-structure
splitting of a quantum dot[145].

As quantum communication protocols such as the quantum repeater depend
on the Hong-Ou-Mandel effect, the interacting photons must be indistinguishable
(see also section 3.2). While in atom-based sources multiple atoms of the same
kind emit indistinguishable photons[146], solid-state sources show a spread
in emission wavelength and lifetime. When connecting multiple sources in

27
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the future they will need to be brought into resonance and fine-tuning of
their photon properties is necessary. This can be achieved e.g. using strain
tuning, temperature tuning, or electric field tuning. More dynamically and for
multiple emitters on the same sample, this can be achieved through optical
modulation[147].

One way of optical modulation is based on the electro-optical modulator
to modify the spectral shape of a single photon. With the Pockels effect, the
application of an electro-magnetic DC or RF field changes the local refractive
index and thereby imprints a (time-dependent) phase shift on the signal. This
technique is extensively used in optical communication, where data is trans-
mitted via a light carrier. A phase modulator is then the basic component for
more sophisticated modulator devices, such as an amplitude modulator or an
IQ modulator, which control the carrier’s amplitude and phase.

In the simplest experiment, the phase modulator is driven by a sine signal
and moves the energy of the central signal, called the carrier, at a wavelength
λ0 to wavelengths around it, called sidebands, each of them separated by the
frequency of the modulation. By creating more complex signals e.g. a sawtooth-
shaped signal all the energy of the original signal can be shifted to a new
wavelength (serrodyne modulation)[148], [149].
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Figure 4.1: Power ratio in sidebands after phase modulation. The power
ratio in carrier and sidebands depends on the modulation index. The vertical
grey line marks the operating point for the result at 26.5GHz in Paper 6.

This behavior can be understood by looking at a complex exponential
signal y(t) = exp (iω0t+ iϕ(t)) modulated with a time-dependent phase ϕ(t) =
β sinΩt, where ω is the angular frequency of the original signal, Ω is the angular
frequency of the phase modulation and β is called modulation index and defines
how much the phase of the signal is shifted. By using the Jacobi-Anger expansion
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on this function, we obtain

exp(iωt+ iβ sin(Ωt)) = exp(iωt)
(
J0(β)

+
∞∑
k=1

Jk(β) exp(ikΩt) +
∞∑
k=1

(−1)kJk(β) exp(−ikΩt)
)

where Jk are the Bessel functions of the first kind of order k. The J0 term is
describing the carrier, the remaining non-modified signal, while the individual
sum terms containing Jk are the k sideband with an increased (decreased)
frequency by Ω

2π . Figure 4.1 shows the power in the carrier, the first and the
second side-bands for a varying modulation index β. The leakage into higher
side-bands can not be eliminated for phase modulation with a sine driving
signal, but more advanced modulation schemes can create only two bands[144].

This technique could be utilized to build qubits in frequency space[150].
This has several advantages, such as that their entanglement is not influenced
by polarization drifts, the available space opens from just two bases (|H〉 and
|V 〉) to the whole frequency spectra (|ω〉) that can be densely packed. Based
on single photons generated using quantum dots such qubits could be created.

During this thesis we investigate the compatibility of our quantum dots emit-
ting at telecom wavelengths (Figure 4.2a) with telecom equipment (Paper 6)
and measure the photon statistics of the side bands created by such a phase
modulator. It has been shown that photons of a quantum dot stay indistinguish-
able even after being modified by a phase modulator[151]. We modulate the
emitted single photons similar to the experiment of Paudel et al.[151] and create
sidebands next to the main carrier signal (Figure 4.2b). We then spectrally
filter these sidebands and measure a cross-correlation between the two channels
(Figure 4.2c).

The generated sidebands by phase modulation with a sinusoidal driving
signal at multiple frequencies can be seen in Figure 4.3a.

With a modulation index of β = 0.41π, 54.6% of the photons are shifted
into the first-order sidebands, while 7.1% of the photons are shifted to higher-
order sidebands. It is visible that the ratio between the center peak and the side
peaks is dependent on the frequency. This is due to the non-linear frequency
response of the applied power for the signal generator and amplifier. A higher
modulation index shows that more RF power arrives at the modulator, and it
ranges from β = 0.41π to β = 0.57π in this experiment.

We evaluate the single-photon purity by performing an HBT-type correlation
measurement on the two sidebands (Figure 4.3b) with a result of g(2)(0) =
0.16± 0.06. The phase modulator behaves like a beam-splitter but in frequency
space and creates a superposition of the single photon, in first approximation,
in the carrier, the upper, and the lower sideband.

One thing that became quite apparent during these experiments was the
substantial losses that are still present in traditional telecom equipment. There
is currently no pressing need in the industry to reduce these losses, but when
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Figure 4.2: Sideband creation using a phase modulator. a) Emission
of exciton (X), biexciton (XX) and trion (X*) single-photons in the telecom
C-band. b) Selection of the trion using a notch filter in reflection. c) Sideband
generation through sinusoidal phase modulation. d) Filtered single photon
channels connected to SNSPDs for cross-correlation measurements. Reproduced
with permission from [114] under OSA Open Access License. The drawing is
created using the ComponentLibrary by Alexander Franzen (CC BY-NC 3.0).

quantum networks become more widely implemented, products will follow that
provide low insertion loss and make a combination of active fiber equipment
and single photons a powerful tool for quantum optics.

4.2. Fine-structure Tuning using Strain
Epitaxially grown semiconductor quantum dots are excellent single photon
sources (see section 3.7), that support the generation of polarization-entangled
photon pairs by a radiative cascade (Figure 4.4a). The optical excitation pulse
creates two excitons (|XX〉) through a resonant or non-resonant path. Then
the first photon emission leads through two paths with opposite polarization to
an ideally degenerate exciton level (|X〉) which then leads to the emission of a
second photon. These two photons are maximally entangled in polarization[152]
and can be written as the Bell state

ψ+ =
1√
2
(|HH〉+ |V V 〉)

where H and V denote horizontal and vertical polarization. Inhomogeneities
in material, growth, and strain lead to a slight energy mismatch of the two
”indistinguishable” decay paths, the source of the entanglement. This leads to

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/3.0/
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Figure 4.3: Sideband creation and cross-correlation a) Tunable sideband
spacing based on driving frequency. The varying modulation index β is shown
alongside each trace. b) Cross-correlation measurement between the sidebands
demonstrating low multi-photon probability. Adapted with permission from
[114] under OSA Open Access License.

a time-oscillating entangled state [109]

ψ+ =
1√
2
(|HH〉+ eiτFSS/~ |V V 〉)

where τ is the lifetime of the exciton, FSS is the fine-structure splitting, and ~ is
the reduced Planck’s constant. This state can only be utilized with a high fidelity
through time-resolution that resolves the oscillating correlations at a period
of T = h

FSS , h is Planck’s constant. The FSS is especially detrimental if one
wants to work with photons from two different quantum systems. As the usual
protocols depend on the HOM effect, photons must be highly indistinguishable,
which is no longer the case if two photons from different emitters with FSS
interfere as the phase picked up while being in the exciton state will be random.

Several techniques have been used to remove the FSS such as applying
magnetic field, using electric field, the optical stark effect, or applying anisotropic
strain [109]. With the last method, through full control of the in-plane strain
tensor, it has been shown[153] that the fine-structure splitting can be eliminated
while controlling the emission wavelength.

As part of this thesis (Paper 7), we used such a triaxial piezo actuator (see
Figure 4.4a) to correct the fine-structure splitting in quantum dots emitting in
the telecom C-band [155]. We achieved values as low as FSS= 1.1 µeV resulting
in an oscillation period of (3.9 ± 0.5) ns. In a second step (Figure 4.4b), we
investigate the influence of the time resolution of the single-photon detectors on
the maximal achievable concurrence (an entanglement figure of merit) and show
that in the low FSS case we can use a bin size of 2.048 ns and still maintain a
concurrence value above 50%.
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Chapter 5

Detecting Single Photons
Quantum Optics

For many millennia, humans relied only on their own eyes to detect photons.
Only the early 18th century discoveries of photosensitive materials and their
application to scientific research and photography allowed for the temporary
and eventually long-term fixation of light on film by the 1830s[156]. With
the development of the photo-multiplier tube (PMT) at the end of the 1930s,
100 years later, we were able to detect individual single photons in the near-
infrared and visible wavelength range. Many technological options based on
photomultipliers, semiconductors, and superconductors have been developed
since then[157]. Within these device classes, a wide range of options is available
to provide solutions for scientific and industrial applications. While applications
requiring the detection of single photons are still primarily limited to quantum
optics research, photon starved measurements use the same instrumentation and
make these detectors immediately useable. Light ranging (LIDAR) measure-
ments[158], optical time-domain reflectometry to measure interfaces and defects
in fibers[159], and defect detection in semi-conductor production are a few
examples[160]. In biological research and industry, DNA sequencing[161], single-
molecule spectroscopy[162] and fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS)[163]
are techniques utilizing single-photon detection.

This chapter will discuss a wishlist for the perfect single-photon detector.
It will introduce superconducting nanowire single photon detectors (SNSPD)
and discuss their properties and different technical implementations.

5.1. Requirements for Single-Photon Detection
Detection efficiency is one of the most critical parameters, with a target
value of 100%, that is heavily dependent on the wavelength being measured.
Noise, also known as dark counts in this context, is an equally important
metric, as a relatively low detection efficiency can often be compensated for
by a high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). 0 cts/s is the ideal value. A common
way of characterizing this is noise-equivalent power (NEP). The level of signal
power that leads to equally many noise detections as signal photons in half a
second. Timing resolution or jitter depends very much on the problem at
hand. Ideally, it would be infinitely high, with no uncertainty in the measured
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time. The minimum distance between subsequent photons to be detected is
limited by the reset time. The maximum brightness of the signal that can be
detected is then limited by the maximum count rate. While the reset time
influences the maximum count rate, other bottlenecks such as digital interfaces
can also limit it. Combined with noise, the maximum count rate defines the
dynamic range of the detector. A wide dynamic range allows the detection
of the faintest signal while remaining operational in the presence of a bright
signal. Closing the gap of measurable photon flux between Geiger-counter and
photocurrent detectors would be a useful property for calibration, which could
then be traced back to a single photon but one could also envision combined
systems of single-photon detectors and photodiodes to increase the dynamic
range. Energy resolution and multi-pixel imaging capabilities are other
beneficial properties, as are energy consumption for device operation and
footprint.

In this thesis, I will concentrate on the superconducting nanowire single
photon detector (SNSPD), which has probably been the most successful
candidate in ticking many of the boxes. The most significant disadvantage is the
cryogenic operation, which consumes a lot of energy and has a large associated
installation footprint.

5.2. Superconducting Nanowire Single Photon Detectors
(SNSPD)

Superconducting nanowire single photon detectors (SNSPD) are the workhorse
for single-photon detection within research. They excel in most of the require-
ments outlined in the section above with small trade-offs when selecting the
required parameters. Companies have demonstrated jitter values around 15 ps
in close-to-unity efficiency devices at telecom wavelengths (1310 nm)[164], while
research groups demonstrate record values of a jitter < 3 ps[165] and a system
detection efficiency > 98%[166].

The initial discovery in 2001 [167] was an electrical response of a supercon-
ducting nanowire to single photons inspired by demonstrated light detection in
superconducting devices back in the seventies[168]. The research field developed
fast as highlighted in Fig. 5.2, with the first fiber-packaging reported in 2006
[169] and SNSPDs integrated on photonic chips in 2011 [170], [171]. The first
big step in packaged detection efficiency was up to 28% in 2010 [172]. In
2013 the 90% boundary was broken [173] based on the new SNSPD material
WSi[174]. The latest values are up to 98% [166] at 1550 nm. During this time
the field investigated multiple material systems. The initial demonstration of
photon detection in each system is shown below the timeline in Fig. 5.2. With
NbN, NbTiN for (poly)crystalline and WSi, MoSi for amorphous materials,
four dominant film materials are currently widely used. Careful material and
fabrication engineering led to the discovery of single-photon detection within
micro-meter wide bridges in 2018 [175] opening a promising avenue for scaling
up and further detector development (see section 5.4).
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a b

Figure 5.1: The two most prominent SNSPD designs a) A meandering
SNSPDs for coupling to a fiber allowing almost 100% system detection effi-
ciency. b) A hairpin SNSPD evanescently coupled to a waveguide, allowing for
almost 100% on-chip detection efficiency. The scale bars are 1µm long.
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Figure 5.2: Timeline of the development of SNSPDs. Above the timeline
are important milestones that are colored according to the material system that
was used to achieve them. Above and below the timeline, the development in
detection efficiency at 1550 nm and jitter values are shown. Materials used to
demonstrate operating SNSPDs are shown below the timeline. The colored
materials are the most widely used. Reprinted from [176] (CC BY 4.0)

The detection principle was first described using a macroscopic theory[167],
[168], which is still used as a simple explanation today. The stages of a single
photon’s detection are depicted in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3: Macroscopic detection processes SS) The nanowire is initially in
a steady-state, biased close to its critical current. I) The absorption of a single
photon leads to energy being deposited into the nanowire. II) This energy creates
a non-superconducting spot, redirecting the super-current around it, thereby
exceeding the critical current in the remaining superconducting area. III) The
change in impedance of the so-called hotspot leads to a reflection of the current,
generating a high-frequency voltage pulse that signals the photon detection.
IV) The reduced current and the heat dissipation into the substrate allow the
nanowire to recover superconductivity. V) The bias current restabilizes, thereby
increasing the detection efficiency for the next photon. This ends the dead-time
of the detector and the device is ready for the next photon detection. Inset
shows the timing of each step with respect to the voltage output. Reprinted
with permission from [177]. Adapted with permission from Allmaras et al.,
Nano Lett. 20, 2163–2168 (2020). Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society.

In Steady State (SS) the tens-of-nanometer wide superconducting wire
is current-biased. The absorption of single or multiple photons in step I causes
the local breaking of Cooper pairs, which leads to the diversion of the remaining
supercurrent (step II) outside the absorption area. This increased current
density and the local heating lead to the formation of a resistive region across
the whole wire (step III). The change in impedance for the bias current leads
to the creation of a high-frequency pulse used to detect the arrival of single
or multiple photons. A typical pulse is shown in the center of Fig. 5.3, with
the different detection steps annotated above the pulse. A feedback mechanism
between cooling and the inductive response of the superconductor leads to
a recovery of the superconductivity (step IV) and a recovery of the current
density across the wire (step V).

While this model allows for a qualitative understanding of the process
involved, more sophisticated models have been developed in the last two decades
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[178]–[180] to predict beneficial material attributes. A recent Ph.D. Thesis[181]
by Jason Allmaras contains a summary of state-of-the-art detection models.

5.3. Measuring Properties of SNSPDs
A typical SNSPD based on NbTiN is biased with a current of approximately
20µA. The bias and read-out circuit is shown in Figure 5.4a. The current
biasing is often realized through a voltage source followed by a high resistance
(e.g. 100 kΩ). At the generation of a hotspot, this current is diverted into the
high-frequency port of a bias-tee generating a voltage pulse. Either a two-stage
amplifier at room-temperature or cryogenic amplification plus room-temperature
amplification is necessary to generate a pulse usable for counting a detection
event.
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Figure 5.4: Read-out circuit and detection pulse of an SNSPD. a) Biasing
and read-out circuit of an SNSPD. The SNSPD is modeled as a simple lumped-
element circuit. Connected using a coaxial cable is a bias tee that current-biases
the SNSPD. The high-frequency path is amplified at room temperature and
then connected to either an oscilloscope or a time-to-digital (TDC) converter
b) Detection pulse of the SNSPD at the output of the driver, after the room
temperature amplifier.

After this amplification, a pulse as shown in Figure 5.4b is measured at the
output. In our lab, this amplification and biasing are done using commercial
control electronics by Single Quantum (EOS).

Counting these pulses, generated under steady illumination of different
wavelengths, and sweeping the bias current allows for measuring the intrinsic
detection efficiency of the device (Figure 5.5a). A saturation plateau in the
measurement then (like seen in the λ0 = 850 nm measurement in Figure 5.5a)
suggests that all available photons interacting with the nanowire are detected.
SNSPDs based on WSi show near internal saturation up to λ0 = 10µm[182],
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Figure 5.5: Internal detection efficiency and timing jitter a) PCR curve
of a 16µm diameter SNSPD on silicon dioxide for three wavelengths at λ0 =
850 nm, 1310 nm, 1550 nm. Additionally, the dark counts are plotted in grey. b)
Detection jitter of FWHM = 53.0 ps at λ0 = 1550 nm employing an impedance
matched read-out taper.

while Nb-based detectors have shown saturated detection efficiency at λ0 =
3µm[183].

In comparison, the system detection efficiency is measured by dividing the
measured photon flux of the detector by the input power to the fiber leading
to the detector. Typical values of more than 80% are available in commercial
detectors but peak detection efficiencies of more than 98% at 1550 nm have
been demonstrated[166].

For time-correlation measurements, the detection events measured by the
SNSPDs are then converted into arrival times using a time-to-digital converter
(TDC) and written to disk. In our lab, we use a PicoQuant HydraHarp 400 or
a quTAG standard as TDC. The files containing the arrival times are evaluated
using ETA, a software developed within the research group[184].

A correlation measurement between the laser pulse and the detection pulse is
used to characterize the internal device jitter. Thereby the time of generation of
the laser pulse signaled by a sync output is compared to the time of detection on
an SNSPD. This measurement determines the uncertainty caused by the device
and electronics in detection time. The jitter value today for an efficient detector
reaches 7.7 ps[185] and < 3 ps for jitter-optimized structures [165]. Typical
commercial SNSPDs have a jitter on the order of 15 ps, which is dependent on
the wavelength of the signal. Figure 5.5b shows the shape of this histogram of a
large number of detection events, which is typically gaussian or skewed gaussian.
Several techniques can be employed to improve the jitter of an SNSPD. By
choosing a design with the highest possible critical current for the wavelength
of interest, the jitter can be reduced as a higher bias current leads to reduced
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jitter. As a second step, cryogenic amplification can be used by operating a
wideband RF amplifier inside the cryostat. A different way was suggested by
Zhu et al.[186], employing an impedance taper. The RF wave impedance of
the nanowires is on the order of a kΩ, if it is directly connected to a 50Ω RF
connection, a lot of the energy in the detection pulse is reflected back into the
device. A taper structure e.g. a Klopfenstein taper [187], that adiabatically
converts from the high impedance structure to a 50Ω transmission line can be
used to minimize these reflections. The device shown in Figure 5.5b is based on
such an impedance-matched taper.
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Figure 5.6: Critical current dependence for a fiber-coupled SNSPD based
on NbTiN. a) Dependence of the critical current on the operating temperature.
b) Dependence of the critical current on the magnetic field and its orientation.
(B⊥ for vertical to the film and B‖ for parallel to the film.)

Temperature and magnetic field influence the properties of the detector
since the detecting concept is based on the superconductive state of a film.
Figure 5.6 shows measurements conducted on a fiber-coupled detector based on a
10 nm thick NbTiN film. Figure 5.6a shows the reduction of critical current with
increasing temperature. While the optimum detection properties are available
at temperatures < 2.5K, reasonable performance has been demonstrated up to
7K[188]. In comparison SNSPDs based on amorphous films, like WSi or MoSi,
are usually operated at temperatures below 1K.

Figure 5.6b shows the influence of magnetic fields on SNSPDs. If the plane
of the detector is positioned normal to the plane of a magnetic field, it is instantly
impacted and can only perform satisfactorily below ≈ 100mT. In contrast,
by turning the SNSPD parallel to the magnetic field (see also Polakovic et
al.[189]), greater magnetic field tolerance above 2.5T can be achieved, allowing
single-photon detectors to be installed in high-magnetic field situations. This
characteristic, as SNSPDs can detect more than just light, could be a unique
selling point in future physics investigations[190].
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5.4. Multiplexing and Scale-Up of SNSPDs
A million-pixel SNSPD camera or mm2-large area has the potential to be a
game-changer. Astronomical imaging at long wavelengths [191], correlation
spectroscopy, and depth of field information for each pixel in a photo are just a
few examples.

Several factors, such as read-out electronics, fabrication yield, and processing
of the vast amount of produced data, impede the development of such a system.
We highlight the obstacles for large-scale SNSPD systems beyond the state-of-
the-art in Paper 9.
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Figure 5.7: Large-scale SNSPD device comparison. The area and number
of pixels of previously demonstrated devices are compared. ‡ is used to identify
microwire-based devices. The devices are categorized by their read-out scheme:
individual device readout (ID), row-column readout (RC), time multiplexing
(TM), frequency multiplexing (FM), and SFQ-based logic (SFQ). Adapted with
permission [205]. (Paper 9)

Scaling up the individual area of a single pixel is limited by the material
deposition, the reliability of the nano-fabrication process, and the physical
properties of such a device. The film deposition is most commonly based on
magnetron sputtering. Other technologies such as plasma-enhanced atomic layer
deposition[206] or epitaxial growth[207] promise very uniform film properties.
Amorphous materials currently lead the largest patterned SNSPD areas [197],
due to more forgiving films concerning substrate non-uniformities and lower
patterning demands due to larger structure sizes.

The patterning area is also limited by lithographic methods. Common
e-beam write fields are 500µm or 1000µm. The stitching errors between fields
make scaling beyond one write field challenging. The largest single-pixel SNSPDs
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currently reported are 400× 400µm2[194], with saturated intrinsic detection
efficiency at 1550 nm. Increasing the single-pixel device area increases kinetic
inductance and with it increases reset times, additionally the geometric jitter
increases[208]. To address the former issue, novel device structures such as
parallel nanowires, often known as SNAPs[209], or dividing the device into
several pixels are required. The latter can be compensated by using a dual-sided
read-out [210].

Additional electronic circuitry enhancements are required to read out many
pixels. Several concepts are presented in the following paragraphs.

Individual Device (ID) read-out is the brute-force method of SNSPD
scaling and the standard method for single-pixel SNSPDs. An individual coaxial
cable is provided for each pixel plus an individual bias-tee, amplifier, and
TDC channel are needed. This approach grants high flexibility but creates a
substantial heat-load to the cryostat and requires high financial investment.
The method allows for providing the lowest jitter and ”almost” cross-talk-free
operation between pixels.

Row-Column (RC) read-out is the most successful scaling method to date.
The pixel number grows with the product of the row and columns, while the
coax lines only grow with the sum of those. This allowed recent demonstrations
with up to 1024 pixels [197]. While the scaling properties are favorable, the
disadvantages are increased cross-talk between devices, the blinding of the
whole column and row on detection, and increased jitter. Thermally coupled
row-column schemes [203] promise to alleviate some of these disadvantages as
the current paths of rows and columns are no longer electrically linked.

Time-multiplexed (TM) read-out depends on correlating the arrival
time of the pulse with the source of the detection event through a one-sided or
a both-sided readout[211]. Only one or two coaxial lines are needed. To allow
for more pixels and clear separation, the propagation properties of the electrical
pulse are engineered. Demonstrations of imaging schemes allowed ≈ 590 pixels,
with the limitation of a single detection event at a time[198]. Elshaari et al.[212]
demonstrates a proof of principle device with two pixels and planar engineered
transmission line during this thesis.

Frequency-multiplexed (FM) read-out allows for the scaling of pixels
through one coaxial cable. Each pixel is connected to a resonator with an
individual resonance frequency[200]. On detection, a ring-down signal generated
by the resonator allows identifying the detector.

SFQ logic-based read-out schemes identify the detecting SNSPD using
a digital logic family based on superconducting electronics[213]. Single flux
quantum (SFQ) logic circuits are based on Josephson junctions as switches. On
a detection event, the fast-rising edge is directly sent to the detection logic,
while an SFQ circuit generates a serial signal identifying the firing detector.
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5.5. Waveguide-Integrated SNSPDs
While planar, meandering SNSPDs represent the current state of the art in
low dark counts and high system detection efficiency, SNSPDs integrated on
photonic chips(Figure 5.1b) achieved on-chip detection efficiency up to 91% in
2011[170]. The devices are hairpin-formed nano-wires that are fabricated on
top of a waveguide and evanescently coupled to propagating light. The benefit
of such an SNSPD is that it can be very broadband[214], can have extremely
fast reset times[215], and can be integrated on many material platforms[216]
such as Si, SiO2, GaAs, LiNbO3. The external system detection efficiency is
limited by the coupling to the chip from a fiber, that has to operate at cryogenic
temperatures.

50 µm
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contact pads

inductor
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MEMS actuator

grating couplers
a b

Figure 5.8: SNSPD co-integrated with reconfigurable photonic circuits.
a) Colored SEM image of the demonstrator device combining SNSPDs and
MEMS-based reconfigurable photonics. The individual elements are marked
in the picture. b) Lifetime measurement of a quantum dot device emitting at
795 nm. Inset shows the photoluminescence spectra of the exciton (X) and the
biexciton (XX). Adapted from [68] (CC BY 4.0) (Paper 1)

During this thesis, we developed the first co-integration of SNSPDs with
reconfigurable photonics (See also section 2.4). An SEM scan of the demon-
strator device is seen in Figure 5.8a. Commonly reconfigurability is achieved
using thermal tuning with typical heater powers of > 10mW, which is not
compatible with the cryogenic operation of SNSPDs[34]. We realize a tunable
directional coupler based on MEMS photonics and co-integrated SNSPDs in
the process (see also section 2.4 and Paper 1). We demonstrate the compati-
bility of superconducting nanowire single photon detectors (SNSPD) with the
fabrication process of the MEMS circuits including the release step. The chip

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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consists of a silicon nitride photonic circuit on top of a silicon dioxide BOX layer
supported by a silicon substrate. The SNSPDs are patterned and etched first
and followed by waveguides that are created using dry etching. As the last step,
the SiO2 below the coupler regions is removed using a buffered hydrofluoric acid
(BHF) wet release. This demonstration was possible due to the chemical stable
NbTiN film used for the SNSPDs[30]. We use the device to route single photons
generated by a quantum dot (see also section 3.7) to a single detector on-chip
and measure the lifetime of the transition (Figure 5.8b). We compare the result
(τX = 232 ps) with a measurement using commercial detectors (τX = 216 ps).
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Figure 5.9: Photon count rate (PCR) and Jitter of SNSPDs on LNOI
waveguides. a) The PCR measurement at 1550 nm of SNSDPs integrated on
LNOI rib waveguides. The dark count rate (DCR) is plotted on the right axis.
b) Jitter measurement of FWHM = 95.3 ps jitter at λ0 = 1550 nm through the
LNOI waveguide.

Another way of cryo-compatible reconfiguration is by using an electro-optic
material as the guiding layer. Lithium niobate is a promising material due
to its maturity developed over decades (see also section 2.2). Implementing
SNSPDs is required for future quantum optics experiments such as linear
quantum computing, transduction, or feedback control. We presented early
results on the integration of SNSPDs on a LiNbO3-on-Insulator (LNOI) platform
in [65]. To date, several groups have demonstrated integrated SNSPDs on LNOI
waveguides with on-chip detection efficiency up to 50%[217] and in combination
with electrooptic modulators[218].

Figure 5.9a shows the photo count rate curve of SNSPDs integrated on LNOI
waveguides at 1550 nm, demonstrating close to saturated internal detection
efficiency. The system uses free-space coupled grating couplers in a dilution
refrigerator with low coupling efficiency limiting the system detection efficiency.
The devices showed a jitter of 95.3 ps shown in Figure 5.9b measured through
the waveguide.
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Waveguide integrated SNSPDs promise to be the detectors for photonic
quantum computing, as the optical signal never has to leave the chip. Several
businesses, including PsiQuantum, pursue this direction. Once light can be
coupled to the chip with high efficiency, building fiber-coupled detectors that are
effectively on-chip will make scaling and broad-band operation possible[214].



Chapter 6

Conclusions and Outlook

This thesis compiles the outcomes of my Ph.D. work in partnership with the
group. It consists of multiple research projects from single photon emitters to
single photon detectors coupled to integrated photonic platforms.

Single photon emitters are relevant for future quantum communication
networks and photonic quantum computing. We investigated several solid-state
emitter candidates, in semiconductors and insulators in the form of defects in
MoS2 and hBN, and quantum dots in InGaAs with spectroscopic and time-
correlation measurements.

The emitters in MoS2 and hBN are good candidates for integration in
existing photonic circuits. They emit in the range of 600 nm to 720 nm and are
therefore compatible with low-loss silicon nitride photonics. The deterministic
integration of hBN single-photon emitters (Paper 4) can allow to match com-
patible emitters on a chip to achieve photon indistinguishability. Their clean
emission lines make filtering for advanced applications easier. A high brightness
indicates an efficient emission process.

While the hBN emitter position is post-selected, helium-ion irradiated
emitters in MoS2 can be created after the material stack hBN/MoS2/hBN has
been transferred to the photonic platform at an arbitrary position and possibly at
a large scale. They can be created with a yield of 18% at a determined position
and emit spectrally clean single photons (Paper 5). An open question for any
emitter hosted in 2D materials is if their emitted photons are indistinguishable.
Till today, there are no demonstrations of indistinguishable single photon
emitters within 2D materials.

Quantum dots on the other hand are emitters with ultra-pure, highly
identical, and entangled photon emissions. In our work we utilize quantum
dots emitting in the telecom C–band and explored their suitability for future
quantum technologies in fiber networks. On emission of entangled photons, those
can be degraded by the fine structure splitting. It distinguishes photons from
different emitters and requires sub-nanosecond time resolution measurements
for photons from a single emitter. It has been shown that through full strain
control using a micro-machined piezo actuator the fine structure splitting can
be removed[153]. Full strain control on the telecom quantum dots allows tuning

45
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of the FSS from (12.9± 0.1)µeV to (1.1± 0.1)µeV (Paper 7). The generated
entangled photons show a maximal fidelity of (90.0± 2.7)%.

By integrating new materials on established photonic platforms, new func-
tionality can be enabled. Cu2O, a prototype semiconductor, hosts highly excited
excitons that lead to strong optical non-linearities and provide a platform for
solid-state Rydberg physics. Laboratory growth of micro-crystals allows the in-
tegration on silicon platforms (Paper 2), providing a path forward for harnessing
its potential.

Another material is WS2 which can be used to enhance non-linear processes
within photonic integrated circuits. By integrating it on silicon nitride (Paper 3),
a broadening by almost 50% in the generated supercontinuum spectra can be
achieved.

For many of the mentioned experiments, single photon detection is essential.
An excellent technology available today is superconducting nanowire single
photon detectors (SNSPDs). They offer high time resolution, high signal-
to-noise ratio, and high detection efficiency at wavelengths from UV to the
mid-infrared. SNSPDs can be integrated into photonic circuits to allow for
on-chip single photon detection. Reconfigurable circuits are often based on
heating elements, that make their use with SNSPDs hard to realize. Combining
SNSPDs with micro-electromechanical (MEMS) photonics (Paper 1) allows
reconfigurability of the photonic circuit and single-photon detection on the same
chip. This is a key requirement for future photonic quantum computing or
memory nodes in a future quantum network. Our design allows for the routing
of single photons with 28 dB extinction and features a photon detector with
a 90 dB dynamic range based on the combination of multiple SNSPDs. This
combination of technologies is based on a NbTiN[30] film that allows SNSPDs
to be developed on multiple substrates (Paper 8) including Si, SiO2, LiNbO3,
or AlN.

Two challenges for SNSPDs can be identified (Paper 9). First, the increase
of the detection area to couple them to e.g. free-space optical systems such as
telescopes. Recent demonstrations of single photon detection in micrometer
wide detection wires may provide a solution for increasing the detection area,
as lithography constraints on large-scale areas are more easily met. The second
challenge is the read-out of more than a couple of single devices due to the
additional challenges created by the heat load of wiring and read-out electronics.
Several solutions have been demonstrated for read-out of multiple devices
with a row-column read-out and digital labeling of detection pulses using
superconducting logic being the most promising for scaling the numbers of
pixels.

Where to go from here?
Today, integrated photonics for traditional applications is a multibillion-dollar
industry. Two significant applications are transceivers for optical communication
as well as light detection and ranging (LIDAR) devices. Although photonics for
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quantum technology is still in its infancy in terms of commercial applications,
it has been the subject of extensive research over the last decades. Investments
in classical photonics are likely to accelerate the exploration of quantum-based
applications such as quantum computing and sensing.

Single-photon sources must be further developed for these applications.
While excellent values have been achieved for figures of merit such as indistin-
guishability, single-photon purity, and brightness, many experiments require a
combination of multiple properties.

Emitters in 2D materials are in that respect still in an early development
stage and the demonstration of indistinguishability of photons emitted by the
same source is a requirement for future use as a light source. As they are always
close to a material interface, external influences need to be dealt with. One
way is through coupling to a high-Q cavity on a photonic chip, which enhances
emission into the cavity mode. The helium ion beam-based fabrication would
be ideal to realize such a structure.

Quantum dots on the other hand to date are a promising technology to
provide quantum light sources. Several future experiments and directions can
be envisioned for the telecom quantum dots used in our groups. A big challenge
for these dots is the low brightness; the integration of structures enhancing
those should be one of the next avenues ahead. Integrating them into diode
structures would help in controlling the charge state, probably improving the
temporal emission stability. Further investigations into reducing the intrinsic
fine-structure and the spread of the created quantum dots could bring them
closer to a market-ready product. Their hybrid integration on photonic circuits
can be achieved through transfer printing of pre-selected emitters.

The enhancement of existing photonic platforms through hybrid integration
holds a big parameter space to explore. Nonlinear properties enhanced through
the integration of 2D materials (especially transition metal dichalcogenides, due
to the low optical absorption) can then be used for photon-pair generation. The
efficient large-scale transfer or growth of optically pure material is a challenge
for the field.

The growth of cuprous oxide microcrystals on integrated waveguides allows
coupling to integrated resonating structures to utilize the optical non-linearity
within the material or the blockade of Rydberg excitons to generate single
photons. RF fields interacting with excited Rydberg excitons could allow
coherent interaction between optical and microwave fields.

I see the future direction of SNSPDs as measurement tool for experiments
within quantum communication, and quantum computing but also photon
starved applications like LIDAR, gas sensing, or biological research and di-
agnostics. To support these applications SNSPDs need to detect further in
the mid-infrared while maintaining their excellent properties of high detection
efficiency and ideally low dark counts.

Building detection arrays of SNSPDs could create new applications such as
time-of-flight imaging with ultra high resolution e.g. to image through scattering
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media. Utilizing such an array within a spectrometer would allow for single
photon sensitivity, time correlations between spectral features, and a large
wavelength range.

SNSPDs integrated into photonic circuits can be utilized for feedback and
feed-forward control, where a quantum state is controlled after measurement for
quantum computing[219]. Additionally, this could be utilized for complex state
preparation or to realize entanglement swapping in a quantum repeater node.
The integration as part of foundry processes will give access to lower-budget
SNSPDs for a large range of applications.

At last, there are always open questions. Can high-TC superconductors be
used for SNSPDs? Where is the limit in time resolution? Can dark matter be
found or excluded using SNSPDS?

During my Ph.D., the field of quantum technologies gained momentum/hype,
owing to investors and decision makers who do not have the full picture, but
also because it promises to solve the hardly solvable and measure the hardly
measurable. Even if the end goal will not be reached and promises broken, I
believe that funding research into solid physics and hardware is worthwhile for
the gold nuggets dropped along the way.
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Summary of the Papers

Paper 1
Reconfigurable Photonics with On-Chip Single-Photon Detectors
Integrated quantum photonics offers a promising path to scale up quantum
optics experiments by miniaturizing and stabilizing complex laboratory setups.
Central elements of quantum integrated photonics are quantum emitters, mem-
ories, detectors, and reconfigurable photonic circuits. In particular, integrated
detectors not only offer optical readout but, when interfaced with reconfigurable
circuits, allow feedback and adaptive control, crucial for deterministic quan-
tum teleportation, training of neural networks, and stabilization of complex
circuits. However, the heat generated by thermally reconfigurable photonics
is incompatible with heat-sensitive superconducting single-photon detectors,
and thus their on-chip co-integration remains elusive. Here we show low-power
microelectromechanical reconfiguration of integrated photonic circuits inter-
faced with superconducting single-photon detectors on the same chip. We
demonstrate three key functionalities for photonic quantum technologies: 28 dB
high-extinction routing of classical and quantum light, 90 dB high-dynamic
range single-photon detection, and stabilization of optical excitation over 12 dB
power variation. Our platform enables heat-load free reconfigurable linear optics
and adaptive control, critical for quantum state preparation and quantum logic
in large-scale quantum photonics applications.

Paper 2
Rydberg excitons in Cu2O microcrystals grown on a silicon platform
Cuprous oxide (Cu2O) is a semiconductor with large exciton binding energy and
significant technological importance in applications such as photovoltaics and
solar water splitting. It is also a superior material system for quantum optics
that enabled the observation of intriguing phenomena, such as Rydberg excitons
as solid-state analogue to highly-excited atomic states. Previous experiments
related to excitonic properties focused on natural bulk crystals due to major
difficulties in growing high-quality synthetic samples. Here, the growth of
Cu2O microcrystals with excellent optical material quality and very low point
defect levels is presented. A scalable thermal oxidation process is used that is
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ideally suited for integration on silicon, demonstrated by on-chip waveguide-
coupled Cu2O microcrystals. Moreover, Rydberg excitons in site-controlled
Cu2O microstructures are shown, relevant for applications in quantum photonics.
This work paves the way for the wide-spread use of Cu2O in optoelectronics
and for the development of novel device technologies.

Paper 3
Enhancing Si3N4 Waveguide Nonlinearity with Heterogeneous Integration of
Few-Layer WS2

The heterogeneous integration of low-dimensional materials with photonic
waveguides has spurred wide research interest. Here, we report on the experi-
mental investigation and the numerical modeling of enhanced nonlinear pulse
broadening in silicon nitride waveguides with the heterogeneous integration
of few-layer WS2. After transferring a few-layer WS2 flake of ≈ 14.8µm, the
pulse spectral broadening in a dispersion-engineered silicon nitride waveguide
has been enhanced by ≈ 48.8% in bandwidth. Through numerical modeling,
an effective nonlinear coefficient higher than 600m−1 W−1 has been retrieved
for the heterogeneous waveguide indicating an enhancement factor of larger
than 300 with respect to the pristine waveguide at a wavelength of 800 nm.
With further advances in two-dimensional material fabrication and integration
techniques, on-chip heterostructures will offer another degree of freedom for
waveguide engineering, enabling high-performance nonlinear optical devices,
such as frequency combs and quantum light sources.

Paper 4
Deterministic Integration of HBN Emitter in Silicon Nitride Photonic Waveguide
Hybrid integration provides an important avenue for incorporating atom-like
solid-state single-photon emitters into photonic platforms that possess no
optically-active transitions. Hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) is particularly
interesting quantum emitter for hybrid integration, as it provides a route for
room-temperature quantum photonic technologies, coupled with its robustness
and straightforward activation. Despite the recent progress of integrating hBN
emitters in photonic waveguides, a deterministic, site-controlled process re-
mains elusive. Here, the integration of selected hBN emitter in silicon nitride
waveguide is demonstrated. A small misalignment angle of 4◦ is shown between
the emission-dipole orientation and the waveguide propagation direction. The
integrated emitter maintains high single-photon purity despite subsequent en-
capsulation and nanofabrication steps, delivering quantum light with zero delay
second order correlation function g(2)(0) = 0.1± 0.05. The results provide an
important step toward deterministic, large scale, quantum photonic circuits at
room temperature using atom-like single-photon emitters.
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Paper 5
Engineering the Luminescence and Generation of Individual Defect Emitters in
Atomically Thin MoS2

We demonstrate the on-demand creation and positioning of photon emitters
in atomically thin MoS2 with very narrow ensemble broadening and negligible
background luminescence. Focused helium-ion beam irradiation creates 100s to
1000s of such mono-typical emitters at specific positions in the MoS2 monolayers.
Individually measured photon emitters show antibunching behavior with a
g(2)(0) = 0.23 and g(2)(0) = 0.27. From a statistical analysis, we extract the
creation yield of the He-ion induced photon emitters in MoS2 as a function of
the exposed area, as well as the total yield of single emitters as a function of
the number of He ions when single spots are irradiated by He ions. We reach
probabilities as high as 18% for the generation of individual and spectrally
clean photon emitters per irradiated single site. Our results firmly establish
2D materials as a platform for photon emitters with unprecedented control of
position as well as photophysical properties owing to the all-interfacial nature.

Paper 6
Reconfigurable frequency coding of triggered single photons in the telecom C-band
In this work, we demonstrate reconfigurable frequency manipulation of quantum
states of light in the telecom C–band. Triggered single photons are encoded in
a superposition state of three channels using sidebands up to 53GHz created
by an off-the-shelf phase modulator. The single photons are emitted by an
InAs/GaAs quantum dot grown by metal-organic vapor-phase epitaxy within the
transparency window of the backbone fiber optical network. A cross-correlation
measurement of the sidebands demonstrates the preservation of the single photon
nature; an important prerequisite for future quantum technology applications
using the existing telecommunication fiber network.

Paper 7
Strain-Controlled Quantum Dot Fine Structure for Entangled Photon Generation
at 1550 nm
Entangled photon generation at 1550 nm in the telecom C-band is of critical
importance as it enables the realization of quantum communication protocols
over long distance using deployed telecommunication infrastructure. InAs
epitaxial quantum dots have recently enabled on-demand generation of entangled
photons in this wavelength range. However, time-dependent state evolution,
caused by the fine-structure splitting, currently limits the fidelity to a specific
entangled state. Here, we show fine-structure suppression for InAs quantum
dots using micromachined piezoelectric actuators and demonstrate generation
of highly entangled photons at 1550 nm. At the lowest fine-structure setting,
we obtain a maximum fidelity of (90.0± 2.7)% (concurrence of (87.5± 3.1)%).
The concurrence remains high also for moderate (weak) temporal filtering, with
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values close to 80% (50%), corresponding to 30% (80%) of collected photons,
respectively. The presented fine-structure control opens the way for exploiting
entangled photons from quantum dots in fiber-based quantum communication
protocols.

Paper 8
NbTiN Thin Films for Superconducting Photon Detectors on Photonic and
Two-Dimensional Materials
Integration of superconducting devices on photonic platforms opens up a wide
range of functionalities and applications. We report on NbTiN thin films
deposited on SiO2, Si3N4, GaAs, LiNbO3, and AlN as well as on a monolayer
of hexagonal boron nitride, using a universal reactive co-sputtering recipe.
The morphology and the superconducting properties of the NbTiN thin films
with a thickness of 10�nm were characterized by atomic force microscopy and
electrical transport measurements. Superconducting strip photon detectors
were fabricated using a design suitable for waveguide integration and compared
in terms of their internal quantum efficiency and detection pulse kinetics. Our
results show well-comparable performances for detectors integrated on different
platforms, while also demonstrating that reactive co-sputter deposition of NbTiN
at room temperature provides a robust method for realizing superconducting
devices on various materials.

Paper 9
Progress on large-scale superconducting nanowire single-photon detectors
Superconducting nanowires have emerged as a powerful tool for detecting single
photons in the visible and near-infrared range with excellent device performance
metrics. We outline challenges and future directions related to the up-scaling
of nanowire devices and detector systems toward widespread applications in
demanding real-world settings. Progress on achieving superconducting single-
photon detectors with a large active area and an increasing number of pixels is
reviewed, comparing the recent literature in terms of the reported key detector
parameters. Furthermore, we summarize currently available readout and multi-
plexing schemes for multi-pixel detector arrays and discuss implications of the
recently discovered microwire-based detector geometries.




